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1. INTRODUCTION 
Among the numerical methods of finding the spectral radius and an eigenvalue 
of maximal modulus of a matrix, Kellogg's iterative method is very important. 
The detailed behaviour of iterations is known for matrices with linear elementary 
divisors. 
The purpose of this paper is to investigate in detail Kellogg's iterative process 
for matrices elementary divisors of which are not linear, generally with complex 
elements, and to find an exact expression for the k-th iteration. The convergence 
in such cases is very slow. However, at the end of this paper we construct two extra­
polation procedures which give very good results. One of them is analogous to the 
Richardson-type extrapolation. 
Before summarizing the main results of this paper, we mention the notation which 
will be used throughout the paper. 
We shall denote the field of complex numbers by C; Vn(C) will be the rc-dimensional 
vector space of vectors 
t*l\ 
x = I : J , where ^ e C . w 
The superscript T is used for transpose and H for conjugate and transpose, and 
analogously for matrices.The identity matrix of the dimension k will be denoted by Ik, 
the index will be omitted if the dimension is obvious. The i-th column of Ik will 
k 
be denoted by e<*> and e(*> = £ e<*>. If u, e V„(C), i = 1, 2, . . . , /, u, - ( ,#, ' . . . , >/(;>)r, 
i = i 





v/ ( 1u2 ) , . . . ,>/<' ) ' 
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the symbol 
( l t 1 ,U 2 , . . . , l 7 l ) 
where U1? , . . , Uz are rectangular matrices n x rl9 ..., n x rz is to be understood 
analogously, By Jk we shall denote the matrix 
J t = (<9,e?>,. . . ,e£>.), 
where 0 = (0, 0, ..., 0) r . Generally, the symbol 0 will be the null vector or matrix. 
If Bi (i = 1, 2, ..., l) are square matrices, then diag(B1? ..., Bt) is the matrix 
IB19 0, . . . , 0, 0\ 
0, Bl9 . . . , 09 0 
0, 0, . . . , 0, BJ 
Q(A) will denote the spectral radius of a matrix A; if x e V„(C) then ||x|| denotes the 
spectral norm of the vector x. 
Let A 4= ® be a matrix n x n. There is a nonsingular matrix U such that 
(1) U-MU = diag(V.. + fv V.2 + Jh,.... Khr + J,r) 
(Jordan canonical form). In this paper we assume only that relations 
Xt = X2 — . . . = kt, \lt| > |Az[ for l = f 4- 1, ..., r 
hold for an integer t e <1, r>. For the sake of simplicity we shall assume \kx\ > \A3\ 
for j * 1. 




xk — A x0 , 
Џk ~ Xk XklXk-íXk-l •> 
H-lAkl^k-l*k~ 1 ' 
The numbers fik and vk are studied in detail in Section 3. 
Now we shall present the main results of this paper. It is proved that there exist 
an integer kl9 a sequence of real numbers {O}p}^=0 and a function #x(k) such that 
oo 
for all k > k! the ratio (3) is defined i.e., xk_1xk_l =j= 0, the series J] copjk
p is abso-
lutely convergent, cO0 = 1, 
p = 0 
(5) Џk = Q
2(A) 1 + Z fp + Чk) 
P=i k
p 
and lim ks St(k) — 0 for every integer s. The constants cop are determined uniquely. 
k-* oo 
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Moreover, the constant cot is calculated. In general case, it is o^ = 2(i1 — 1), where 
i! is defined by the relation (1). Similarly there is k2 such that 
(6) vt = i+i+j; fp + U^ K*
c 
for every k > k2, lim k
s $2(k) = 0 for every integer s and generally co[ = it — 1. 
k~* oo 
In Section 4 it is proved that there exist constants K, a, K'', a' such that inequalities 
(7) K > 0 , K' > 0 , a > 0 , a' > 0 , 
(8) \cop\ < Ka
p , |o>;| < K'(a')p , P = 0, 1, 2, ... 
hold. Numbers K and a are constructed in the course of the proof. 
In section 5, special cases of matrices are investigated. 
A short numerical example is enclosed in Section 6; besides we construct two extra-
polation procedures, The efficiency of them shows Table 2 and the scheme at the 
end of this paper. 
2. PRELIMINARY 
We turn our attention back to the relation (1). Let us denote 
i 
f, = £» . f o r l = 0,l,...,r 
5 = 1 
and 
(9) Ut+1 = (u , j + 1 , . . . , u , ( + 1) for . = 0, l , . . . , r - 1, 
where u7 is the j - th column of the matrix U. It is easy to see that 
U = (U1,...,Ur) 
and from (l) we obtain 
(10) AU = Udmg(llIil + J,,, ..., V,v + '..)> 
and 
(11) AkU = Udmg((AlIil + Ji)
k
9...9(XrIir + J j ) . 
Lemma 1. Let v feVn(C), / = 1,2, . . . ,j , V = (v t, v2, ..., v,-), i.e., a rectangular 
matrix n x /'. If A e C and k §: 0 /s an integer, then 
(12) V(A7; + J j )
t = ( v u , v 2 t , . . . , v j : j , 
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where 
(13) v„= £ (.^J^'-'V,-., 
/or / = 1 ,2 , . . . , / 
Proof. For k = 0we obtain from (13) v,0 = v,. Let the assertion of Lemma hold 
for k. Then 
V(Mj + Jjf+i = (V(XIj + Jj)k)(Mj + Jj) = (v u , ..., vJk)(Mj + Jj). 
From this we obtain immediately (13) for k + 1. 
We shall denote by P( (i = 1, . . . , r) the projection of V„(C) to the subspace gene-
rated by the columns of the matrix Ut. If x0 e V„(C) then 
(14) x0 = wx + w2 + . . . + w r , 
where w iGP /VM(C) are uniquely determined. Let wt = U,b(-. The vectors b; are 
uniquely determined and the dimension of b, is equal to the number of columns 
of the matrix U/. 
Lemma 2. It holds 
(15) A \ = U,(2,/o + JJ hJ • 
Lemma 3. It holds 
(16) Akx0 = £uj(XjIij+ Jjbj. 
1=i 
The relations (15) and (16) follow immediately from (11) and (14). 
Lemma 4. If [^ | > \Xj\ for some j (2 __ j __ r), then 




s = l 
Proof. We have denoted tz = J_ /s and U,- = (uf._ 1 + , , . . . , u f y). In the sequel we shall 
use the notation 
(17) y\j) = um, where m = tj^l + i and 
bj = (p[»,...,pyy. 
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Suppose that k > ij. Lemma 1 implies 
(18) U/Vo + Jhf b; = s I {ft> t ( . * j ) A }
- 0 " ^ C - » ) } = 
= z if.k,Vr(i"lw-«-1)-
s =i , = i \^ — i y 
Dividing this sum by X\ we obtain a sum with terms 
constant x I ) x (Ay/A-.)* x vector, 
where [XjjX^ < 1. The rest is obvious. 
From (18) we easily obtain the following relation which we shall need in our 
further investigation: 
(19) UJ(XJIiJ + J„)*b, = I Í(
 k )X)-^P. 
S=l i = l \ I — 1 / 
s V s - ( / - l ) 
= l\i.k •UГ'-1)ÍÄ/)*íV 
i = i \ i - 1 
Lemma 5. Let P^ 4= O, /!_,. 4= 0, k > i,. Then there exist an integer lj and 
a sequence of matrices {Fj(k)}™=ij+1 such that 
(20) U,(v„ + j , , y b, = 15 (^ * t ) (J + E/k)) «</;, 
where 
(21) 1 ^ / ^ / j , limF,(k) = o, 
fc-»co 
anc/ a(/? is an eigenvector which belongs to Xy 
Proof. We use notation (17). It is 
P,X0 = W; = Ujbj = ffi{Wi> + ... + ffi% # 6) . 
Let us denote by lj such an index that fiff * 0, but j3(/} = 0 for all /; < i S iy 
If we denote for i = 1, 2, ..., /̂  
(22) a'/^Zl^'M^.-DMr1} 
5 = i 
then from (19) we obtain 





Ф) = I I j a ľ Ч a Ң Г ,0) ł 0 
o- i 
(a<//fap> 
It is evident that lim Fj(k) = 0. From (22) we obtain 
fc-+0Q 
but \(^ is an eigenvector belonging to Xj (see (17)). This completes the proof. 
R e m a r k . If Xj = 0 or P-x0 = 6>, let us put, in order that equality (20) be valid, 
a(/7 - 0 , Fj(k) = 0 and ls = 1. 
Lemma 6. Let a(^} and F/k) for j = 1, 2, ..., r be vectors and matrices defined 
by the relations (22) and (23) or by Remark in special cases. 
Then there exists for every j,s = 1, ..., r a sequence of numbers {O'(/'s)}^_0, 
S(J'S) e C such that for all k > kmax = max (ij) 
j = i, 
(24) 
co SLÜ,s) 
(a<//f (i + ғ m (I + I%«) »_ -» I * -
p = 0 /cғ 
where lhe series On lhe right hand side of (24) is absolutely convergent for all 
Proof. If at least one of the equalities 
PjX0 = 0 , Psx0 = 0 , vl; = 0 and Xs = 0 
holds, then the product on the left hand side is zero and if we put 3(J's) = 0 for all p, 
we obtain the assertion of Lemma 6. 
Let PjX0 # <9, Psx0 =# (9, Xj # 0, As #= 0, Z,. > 1 and /s > 1. (The cases /,. = 1 
or ls = 1 will be evident.) Let k > kmax. For i = 1, 2, ..., /,- — 1 it is 
.-0/0,-0= 
1 1 
( 0 - 1 ) ! 1 t ү / 
( ř - 1 ) ! fc'^'Л-o 
( 0 - 0 ' i 
(i _ i)! „O-i i _ (i _ l)/„ 1 - (/, - 2)/fe 
/ , - 2 š(í))-Ur. 
and all series are absolutely convergent when k > kmax-
 I f we multiply these series 
and rearrange terms, we obtain that 
k 





where the series is absolutely convergent and 
y(pJ) - T 1 - 1 ^ ~ (•' - 1)S,('S2 • • • ^ - 2>" = ° ' w h e r e t = i j - t . 
(l — 1 ) ! S i + S 2 + . . . + S t = p 
s i ^ 0 , s 2 = 0,...,st^0 
Now we shall calculate the product F/k) a(/?. From (23), 
0 - i r °o v(iJ)a
U)>\ 
F:(k)a\j) = V J Y 7p ** L 
A ) h ki \P=o k
p+lj~l) 
where the inner series is absolutely convergent. If (£-, ..., Qn)
T are components 
00 
of the vector a ^ , then an infinite series ]T yp
l,3) a\j)lkp + lj~l is said to be (absolutely) 
P=o 
00 
convergent if ]T yp
l,j)^sjk
p+lj^1 is (absolutely) convergent for s = 1, ..., n. 
p=-0 
If we denote 
N0 = {0, 1,2, 3, ...}, Nx = {1, 2 , . . . , /y - 1} and M = N0 x N1 
then for every finite Mt a /Vl, 
E^rL< srSoVfe
i)<+00' 
Mi /C J i = l \ p = 0 AT J / 
i.e., the generalized series £ (yp
l'j)*(iJ)lkp+lj~l) is absolutely convergent. The theory 
M 
of generalized series is studied in [4]. Let us rearrange this series successively ac-
cording to the non-decreasing powers of l/k and sum its terms with the same power 
of l/k. Obviously we obtain 
(25) *m*w-i ~-
m- 1 K 
where 
m - l 
(26) di/> = X y < ^ - + l J ) a<j,_m+s for m g /,. - 1 , 
s = 0 
0-2 
d ^ — V v ( 1 + s ' 1 ) __(j) for m > 1 — 1 
° m — /_, / s + m - . j + l a l + s I O r m = *j- J 
s = 0 
and the series are absolutely convergent. 
Now we calculate 
(a\%(l + Ff(k))(I + Fs(k))^ = 
00 f d ( ¥ a ( x ) °° f a ^ ^ d ( s ) °° (/d(i)W d(s) 
- _VI)Wa<s) , V _ m I Zh 4- V Va0 / ""*- i V i miJ mz ~ l a 0 1 *h + L4 — + L ~ + L t bmi + m2 ' 
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If we put 
(27) 5 ^ > = (,«>)«,(.>, 
8UA = (d0))H a(s) + (ao-))H d w + £ (dO))H jj.) s 
mi ,m2^ 1 
mi +m2 = p 
then we obtain assertion (24) of Lemma 6, which completes the proof. 
Lemma 7. Let fc > l,/J ^ 0 be integers. Then 
if-YY- i;^' 
s = o \ k J J 5 = 0 ks 
where ?700 = 1, ;/s0 = 0 fOr s > 0, wsp = ( 1 fOr p ^ I and the series 
\ P- 1 / 
00 
X i7sp/k
s is absolutely convergent. 
s = 0 
The p roof is evident. 
Lemma 6 and Lemma 7 immediately imply: 




=1, 5^'p e C such that for all k > kmax 
(28) (a'f )« (J + ff(fc - 1)) (J + Fs(k)) a'f = I - * £ - , 
p = 0 k^ 
where the series On the rz^/i/ hand side of (28) is absolutely convergent for all 
k > ^max* 
Lemma 9. Let the series £ <5p/k
p he absolutely convergent with S0 4= 0. Then there 
/7 = 0 
CO 
exist an integer k! and a sequence of numbers {<5p}J=o
 such tnat X ^P /^ P *S #bsO-
P = o 
00 
lutely convergent for k > k!, ]T (>p\k
p =j= 0 fOr k > k' and 
/ > = 0 
v ZJL\ = y p 
>=o kV P = o k
p " 
00 
Proof. Let us consider in the complex plane the series ]T 5pz
p. Since <50 # 0, 
p = 0 
00 
this implies that there is a neighbourhood U£(0) such that ]T <5pz
p 4= 0 in U£(0), 
p = 0 
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which further implies that ( £ <5pz
p)_1 is a holomorphic function in U£(0). There 
p = 0 
exists {O^l^o such that 
OO 00 
p = 0 p = 0 
and, for some fe', l/fe e U£(0) for all fe > k'. The rest is obvious. 
Lemma 10. Let I ^ 1. Then a sequence {TP}£L0 exists Such that 
fe \ ~ 2 = / ( / - 1 ) !
x 2 °° 
J ~ 1/ ~" V fc" 
where the series is absolutely convergent. 
The p r o o f is analogous to that of Lemma 6 
c^-1 ; A feo 
3. BEHAVIOUR OF ^fc AND v* 
Let the following assumptions be satisfied. 
A s s u m p t i o n 1. The eigenvalues Xl9 X2, ..., Xr of the matrix A defined in (1) 
are mutually different. 
A s s u m p t i o n 2. The inequalities 
| * i | > \X2\^...^\Xr\ 
hold. 
A s s u m p t i o n 3. For the initial vector x0 it holds: 
P!X0 4= 0 . 
Remark . We suppose, only to simplify the following formulas, that eigenvalues 
Xu ..., Xr are mutually different. We shall see easily that all results hold if instead 
of assumptions 1 and 2 we put Xx — ... — Xt and |Af| > \Xj\ for all j = t + 1, . . . , r. 
From Lemma 3 and Lemma 5 we easily obtain 
xfx, = |A.|* (k_^ Y(a<J>f (/ + F«(k)) (I + F.(fc)) .<J>(1 + a(k)) , 
where 
(29) a(k) = M " 2 ^ * t VV-.T (I + Ff (*))(/ + I^lOKV
1 • 
• J-. {^(/. - l)(|. - l) (a''T(/ + FKm + m)a<C\ ' 
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and Y,' denotes that we sum over all j , s with the exception of j = s = 1. Lemma 6 
implies 
<3o) *.-i,r(, i!,J(|„^-)o^w) 
and 
^=(,,-1ra^ri{(,-1)(,-I)(i^)M s ^ ' 
where we put qi = Ay/^ for j = 1, 2, ..., r. Using Lemma 9 and Lemma 10, after 
a small arrangement of the last series, we obtain 
U,s) 
p (31) a(k) _ £' fo^fc"+''-2" £ -̂  
Ls = 1 I p = 0 
oo 
where £ £</'5)/kp is absolutely convergent, £</'5) = <^sJ) since <5</'5) = O^5j) and 
p = 0 
£</'5) = 0 for all p if ^ = 0 or As = 0 or P7x0 = (9 or Psx0 = (9 since the same 
holds for S(J>S). 
Because <S</'s) = 5<,5j) for p = 0, 1, 2, ..., it is also £</'s) = l(p
sJ\ 
Definition 1. Let Wy a Vn(C) be O subspace generated by all principal vectors 
which belong to the submatrix Xjlt. + Jt (see (1)). Let yeVn(C). Let Hy a Wj 
be an invariant subspace (with respect to the matrix A) Of Wy of minimal dimension, 
which we denote lj, such that P-y e Hy (projection of y to W^). 
Then we shall say that the dimension of the vector y in Wy is equal to lj and write 
dim,- y = lj. 
It is easy to see that the numbers lj from Definition 1 are the same as those from 
Lemma 5. 
Theorem 1. Let A be an n x n matrix, x0 e V,.(C), x0 #= 0 and let the assumptions 
1 — 3 be fulfilled. Let us denote lj = dirny x0 and qj = Xj\X1. 
Then there exist an integer kl9 a uniquely determined sequence of real numbers 
{co^^Q and sequences of complex numbers {^(J,s)}p
J
=0; j , s = 1, ..., r except 
j = s = 1 such that for k ^ k1 the ratio xfxA/xf_1xk_1 is defined, the series 
oo oc £ ( ; , s ) 
y - ^ and y - ^ - -




are absolutely convergent for k ^ k1? co0 = 1, Oj< = 2(l2 — 1), the expression 
(32) a{k)= ± fc^ + 's-2'' I -VJ 
j,s=i I P=o k" ) 
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is less than 1 for k ^ kx and if we put for k > kx 
(33) S.(fc) = (o(k) - a(k - 1)) ( Z % ( X ( - l ) p <r>(* - 1)) 





Љ = Q2(Л) 1 + I ^- + 9, 
P = i fc
p (*)] 
l im fcs Зx(fc) = 0 
for every integer s. 
The sequences {£p
J's)}p*=o c^n oe constructed so that 
(36) CÍ.V.J) Ehs) forall V = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . . . 
There exist sequences of complex numbers {xp
 s)}^=o sucn that the series 
£ xp
j,s)\kp absolutely converges for k > ku xp
J,s) = xp
s,j) and 
(37) (a(k) - dk - 1)) Z - £ = I' k W + '*-2" 
p = 0 lCP / , s = l { P = 
p = 0 
?i i И • 
Proof . From Lemma 7 it follows that for k > max( i 7) + 1 
(38) I — — 
P = o (fc - I 
= I í, 
Ьp /_, ^ ш '/sm * 
i + s = p 
m = 0 ,.%• ^ 0 
where 
(39) 
From this we obtain 
(40) Co = S™ = ( a i l ' f a ! ! 1 * 0 and f. = ^ ^ . 
According to Lemma 9 there exist an integer k3 and a sequence {^}*=0 such that 
oo 
the series ]£ Cp/^
p is absolutely convergent and 
p = 0 
(41) 
00 5* \ — 1 oo ^/ 
y __e_\ = y __*_ for fc > fc3. 
P = o fc"/ pt-o fc" 
It can be verified immediately that for k > ix 
k \ / / k - 1 = y p—L 
/, - 1 )\ \l, - 1/ s = 0 V fc 
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From (31) it follows that lim a(k) = 0, which implies that there exists such an 
fc-»oo 
integer k4 that for k _ k4 it is |cr(k)| < 1. 
Let us put k! = max (max (iy), k3, k4) + V Then for k > kl the inequality 
-7.*-,-w-(*:j(^^)<i+.(t-i))+o 
holds and for \ik we obtain a product of absolutely convergent series, i.e., 
(42) „,= e W f ^ Y Y ( £ - + ^ ( £ r.\ ' + •« k J J \p = o kp J \P=o kpJ 1 + a(k - 1) 
00 
The product of the series is an absolutely convergent series which we write ]_ coplk
p. 
P = o 
It is evident that cop are real, Oj0 = 1 and 





= 2(/. - 1) - (45<1
1'1>/Cg)43<1'1> + ^ ^ / C o = 2(/. - 1). 
The relations (33) and (34) follow immediately from (42) and from the fact that 
1 + a(k) _ a(k)~ a(k - 1) __ 
1 + cr(k - 1) 1 + G(k - 1) 
= 1 + (a(k) - a(k - 1)) J (-1)* ap(k - 1) . 
p - 0 
We have shown that 
r ( / c o zU,s)\-\ 
^=,?:,{^'J*""!"C?.V)}-
1P
J,S) ~ 4 S J > a n d ^ ^ = 0 i f W* = 0 ° r P-/"X0 = 0 ° r P*X0 = ®' F r 0 m t h i S W e 
easily obtain that there exists a sequence of numbers {(1)sp
y's)}p°=0 such that the 
series Y (1)^u,s)jkp is absolutely convergent and 
p = 0 
r ( / oo (1)2:0*, #-o= r to^-2,i(i-^ 
Ls=i I \P=o k
p 
Here 
U)£tM) = o if qfls = 0, <->#•*> = !;0
J'%qs if i j ^ . + 0, <->#•'> == <».«'••» for all 
j, s = 1 2 ..., r except j — s = 1. Hence 
r ( / oo s ( i , s ) _ ( l ) ; ( j ) S ) \ - N 
(43) „,«) - * - 0 - £ {fr.*"'-» (I ^ - V ^ ) } . 
Assertions (36) and (37) follow immediately from the fact that c)^'5) — Sis,j) and 
from (43). 
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The uniqueness of oop follows from (34) and (35), which completes the proof. 
It is not difficult to show that the number of mutually different summands in the 
sum 
£ (i - l)SliS2 ... (Ij - 2)St , where t = lj - i 
51 + 52 + . • • + * t = P 
S l ^ 0 , . . . , 5 t ^ 0 
is equal to ( J ] . Constructing successively the bounds for 3(D
1,l\ £_ and 
V h~2 J 
C'p according to Lemma 6 and Lemma 9, we easily calculate an estimate for \cop\ 
according to (42). In this way we obtain immediately the following lemma, which 
will be used in the next section. 
Lemma 11. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 be fulfilled. Let lx > 1. Let us define 
the following functions: 
i) Uo) = K>||. 
UP) = (/. - i)! (p + h ~3)(/, - 2y-* "il-W-l 
\ lx — 2 / s = 0 
for p -= 1, 2, ..., where a-L) is defined by (22). 
2) UP) = I Us) UP - s) for P = o, 1,2,.... 
s = 0 
P 
£3(p) = fe(O))-
1 X fc(s) £3(i> - «) for p = 1, 2, 3 , . . . . 
3) fc(p) = I« i ( - ) t f - - , . , /or p = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . , 
s = 0 
where n-^ are the numbers defined in Lemma 7. 
4) {,(0) = fe(0))-\ 
i 
5 = 1 
5) UP) = t Us) UP - s) for p = 0, 1, 2, .... 
s = 0 
6) &(p) = I Us) (/. - I)""5 (p - s + 1) /or p = 0, 1, 2, .... 
5 = 0 
Then the coeficients a>pfrom Theorem 1 satisfy 
(44) \COP\<UP) M P = 0 , 1 , 2 , . . . . 
Theorem 2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 be fulfilled. Then there is an 
integer k2 and a uniquely determined sequence of complex numbers {cOp}£L0 such 
354 
that for k > k2 the series ]T co'pjk
p is absolutely convergent. co'0 = 1, OJ[ = /-_ — 1, 
p = 0 
(45) v, = A. [l + I - ^ + W J 
a/id 
lim ks S2(fc) = 0 
for every integer s. 
The p r o o f is analogous to that of Theorem 1. (We use only Lemma 8 instead 
of Lemma 6.) 
Remark . The numbers xk = //
1/2 satisfy 
(46) ^=e(A ) [ l + L ^ + 33(/c)], 
where the series is absolutely convergent, cop are real and lim k
s #3(k) = 0. 
k~*oo 
4. BOUNDS FOR cop AND cop 
From Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 it is easy to see that the coefficients \cop\ and 
\cop\ cannot increase more quickly than a
p for a positive number a. In this section 
a constructive proof of this assertion will be given, i.e., we shall construct positive 
numbers K and a for which \cop\ < Ka
p and analogously for co'p. 
Theorem 3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 be fulfilled. Let lt > 1. Then there 
exist positive numbers K and a such that 
(47) \cop\ < Ka
p for p = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
Proof. We find by easy computation that for p ^ 1 
(P I - 2 3 ) ( / ' ~ 2)P_1 - e<""2>2 [(/l " 2)e""2]P'1/( / l - 2) ! • 
(a) If we denote 
K0 = (/. - 1) e^-
2>2 Ylaft.fl , a0 = (/. - 2) e'-
2 , 
s = 0 
'/o(O) = |a.J>|| and ;/0(p) = K0a
p
Q-




(Throughout this proof, £0(P)> £i(p)> •••> £s(p)
 a r e the functions from Lemma 11.) 
(b) For p > 1, 
UP) = £ £o(s) £O(P ~ s) = 2||a
(
ff>| ff0(p) + " £ -7o(s) >?o(p ~ *) £ 
s=0 s = l 
^ 2 | a ( : ) | | K 0 a g -
1 + K 2 a r 2 e
( " - 1 > / 2 . 
Hence putting 
Kt = 2|ja
([ ) | K0 + a0
 lK20 , a, = a 0 e"
2 if a0 + 0 (i.e. lx + 2) 
and 
K. = max (2|a(,|)| K0, K
2
0), a, = 1 if a0 = 0 , 
ii(o) = «s(o), f?1(p) = ^ i « r
1 . 
we obtain 
(49) § . ( p ) £ ij.(p). 
(c) According to 3) from Lemma 11 and (b) it follows for p = 1 
p p 
^ ( p ) = Z ^ l ( 5 ) *7p-s,s = Z >?l(5) f p - s , s = 
s=0 s=0 
= ( p ; 1 ) . i ( i ) + ( l ' ; 1 ) . i ( 2 ) + . . . + ( ^ : 1 1 ) n 1 ( P ) = ^ ( i + «1) 
Writing 
X2 = K1/(1 + a . ) , a2 = 1 + a . , 
|J2(0) = iji(0), >,2(p) = K2a2 ( P ^ l ) , 
it is 
(50) £2(p) g ^ (p) . 
(d) Now we show by induction that if we define 
1 p 
1/3(0) = 1 , >b(p) = VT^T Z }h(s) >b(p ~ s) , 
C2(0) s = i 
then for p = 1, 2, . . . 
(51) t,3{p) = K3a* , 
where 
K2 / K2 X""
1 , A , K2 
K3 = — — 1 + ~ ) and a3 = a2 [ 1 + 
p - i 
€2(0) V <Ц0)( 4 í2(o) 
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(I) For p = 1, 
IJ3(1) = — — V íf2(l) f/3(0) = —-*- «2 = K3a3 • 
52(o) sk '
 v 7 í2(o) 
(II) If (51) holds for an integer p then 
ф + 1) = _ L £ K2«2 X3«f
+ -Ч^af^ 
fc(0) . í ì É2(0) 
л 2 
^2-^3 y s n + i - s Л K2 \ , fjg p+í 
Ш Å 2 2 l + €, (o)J + Õ o ) 2 
x2 ү
+ 1- s\ . „ д . к 
^ З a 2 - Ş - E 1 + - T T +X 3 1 + - 4
2 - U f 1 =К3«f
+1 
Ш - Д fc(o)/ / V «2(o)' which shows the validity of (51) for p + 1. 
Evidently 
(52) ^ ( P ) - g ^ ( P ) for P=l,2,.... 
(e) By easy calculation we obtain 
v 
£ faOO -7I(P - s) -S -̂ 4«3 -
5 = 0 
where 
* i - g ^ ^ ° > +K1/a3 + K3aO). 
K2a2 
Writing 
K4 = max (K4, 1) , a4 = a3 and njj)) = K4a^ , 
we have 
(53) c4(p) ^ K4a4 for p = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
(For p ^ 1 we have used (52) and (49), for p - 0 it is f 4(0) = 1 g K4.) 
(f) It is 
£ f/4(S) (/x - l)*"* (P - 5 + 1) < K4(l + 1, - 1 + «4)
P+1 < ^ , 
s = 0 
where we put 
K = K4(l! + a4) and a = lx + a4 . 
This implies 
(54) C5(P) < Ka
p 
and consequently from Lemma 11 
(55) \cop\ < Ka
p 
which completes the proof. 
„p 
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Theorem 4. Let the assumptions of Theorem 3 be fulfilled. Then there exist real 
positive numbers K' and ocf such that 
(56) \a>',\ < K'(*Y . 
The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 3. 
5. SOME SPECIAL CASES OF THEOREM 1 
In this section we shall suppose that the matrix A is normalizable, i.e., 
U~'AU = dmg(kl,l2, ...,A„) 
(if ij = 1 for j = 1, . . . , n; see assumptions 1 — 3 in Section 4), or more generally 
U-UU = dizg(XJil9 X2Ih, ..., XrIir) . 
In both cases we shall suppose 
(57) \kx\ > | ^ | for j * 1 . 
Hence using the theory from Section 4, we obtain 8p
l,j) = 0 for p > 0 (Lemma 6). 
Continuing in this way we easily obtain cop = 0, £p
J's) = 0 and TJ,S) = 0 for p ^ 1, 
so that the following theorem immediately follows from Theorem 1. 
Theorem 5. Let A be a normalizable matrix n x n, (n > 1) and suppose, if 
U-'AU = d\2ig(kJh,k2Iil,...,Xrli), 
that |AiJ > \Xj\ for all j =j= 1. Let x0 eV„(C), x0 4= 6) arcd PiXo 4= 0 (projection 
to the proper subspace of Vn(C) which belongs to kx). 
Then there is such an integer k4 that for all k > k4 
(58) fik = Q\A) [1 + S4(fc)] , 
where the function 94(k) is obtained from #x(k) if we put in the relation (37) cop = 
= T(J'S) = £j/ , s ) = 0 for p ^ 1, /,- = 1 fOr j = 1, ..., r, i.e.. /here exisls numbers 
T(/'5)> £c/,s)> f s = 1, 2, ..., r except j = s = 1 such that 
r oo 
(59) 34(fc) = ( X ' T < - > ^ ) (1 + I (-1)" <r"(fc - 1)) , 
j , s = l p = l 
where 
(60) a(k) = i' e0
j-sWs • 
Moreover, if A is normal, then T^0
J'S) = 0 and %Q'S) = OfOr j 4= s ana7 
r oo r 
(61) 94(fc) = ( £ -«•" |«;|
2t) (1 + X {(-!)" (I # J ) kyl24-2)'}) • 
1=2 p = l y = 2 
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The rate of convergence is in this case twice as quick as in the case of general norma-
lizable matrices. 
Proof . The first part of the theorem follows immediately from Lemma and Theo­
rem 1. If A is normal, i.e., unitarly similar to a diagonal matrix, then the proper 
vectors are orthogonal. The rest is evident. 
R e m a r k . An analogous theorem holds for \ixk
2 and vk. 
R e m a r k . Let us return to the general case in Theorem 1. If the assumption 
|A-1 > \kj\ does not hold, for example, 
N = N > K-| for ; * 1,2, k, * k2i 
then Kellogg's iterations converge if /x > l2 or lx < l2. This follows from the theory 
in Section 3. We do not study this problem in this paper. 
6. EXTRAPOLATION AND NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Let U_1AU = diag(I3 + J3, 0-95^), i.e., 
/I 1 0 0 \ 
' 0 1 1 0 
0 0 1 0 
\o 0 0 0-95/ 





2 + i, 2 + 8/, 3 - 2i, - 1 + li\ 
5 + 3i, - 2 + 2i, 3 + 4i, 0-5 
11, 8 + i, 5 - i, - 3 + Si 
- 4 + 6i, - 5 , 6 - 3i, - 1 + li) 
Now we calculate A and col, co2, ..., co6 according to the proof of Theorem 1. We 
obtain 
OJX = 4 
co2 = 9-35645366 
oj3 = -0-84973996 
Table 1 shows the differences 
co4 = - 71-07088246 ... 
co5 = -117-18223994 ... 
co6 = 465-03609659 ... 
Џk 
p = 0 kp 
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for I = 1, ..., 6 and k = 50, 100, 200, 500, 900. It is seen from Table 1 that the sum 
of several first terms of the series gives us a good approximation for iik and the error 
is small relative to this sum. 
Table 1 
k 1 






















































The convergence of jik is very slow. At the end of this paper we show two proce­
dures which accelerate the calculation of Q2{A). 
We have proved that 
i 




S(k) = o í\\ for k 00 
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and / is a fixed positive integer. Let 
(62) fct <; m1 < m 2 < ... < m l + 1 
be a strongly increasing sequence of integers. For every pair (m i5 m i + 1 ) i = 1, ..., /, 
let us perform the following procedure: 
џm=Q
2(A)\í+ І °^ + Қrщ) , 
L p = i m' 
Пiłl = Є
2ИГl+ Ź -%- + 9(mi+1)" 
L p = l ™І+I 
Cross-multiplying these equations we obtain 
(63) ^mi + 
where 
P = i L
m ľ + i 
+ z(mř, m i + 1 ) , 
z(m*> m i + 1 ) = /im. S(m i + 1 ) - /*M| + 1 S(mf) . 
Writing (63) for all pairs (m i ? m i + x) without Z^f, m i + 2 ), we obtain a system of linear 
algebraic equations for OJ1? ..., cot. 
Let us denote 
Xip = l o g 1 0 
Mmŕ + 1 
7> 
ŕ + 1 
for i = 1, 2, ..., / and p = 0, 1,..., I. It is not difficult to show that in numerical 
calculation, in which every real number is correctly rounded to d decimal places, 
the number 
x m = max \xv 
i = - i , . . . , i 
чo 
cannot be greater then d — 1. This condition gives the upper bound for /. (This 
depends on the computer used.) In practice it is better to take x{l) < d — 2 or 
X(D < d — 3. 
Let us denote for some admissible I 
(64) Q&k) = Htl\l+ 1 f f 
/ L p^1 k 
where Ql9 Q2, ..., Qt is a solution of a linear algebraic system for col9 co2, ..., co,. 
Four our matrix 4 x 4 it was possible to take / = 4. Table 2 compares the numbers 





(m l 9 m 2, m3, m 4, m5) = (40, 41, 42, 43, 44) 
(m l 5 m 2, m 3, m 4, m5) = (54, 55, 56, 57, 58) 
(m l 5 m 2, m3, m 4, m5) = (74, 75, 76, 77, 78) 
(m 1 ? m 2, m3, m 4, /??5) = (100, 101, 102, 103, 104) 
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R e m a r k . Analogous calculations for vk and \i\
12 were made; they show similar 
behaviour. 
Table 2 













The second procedure is analogous to the Richardson-type extrapolation (see [2]). 
Let us assume 
»-°Hi+Щ-
From this it follows 
в2(A) = џк~ £ 
Q„ 
where we put Qp = a)p Q
2(A). Let 
k. < k2 < k3 < . . . 
be an increasing sequence of integers such that 
ki+i „ t . 
к. 
for i = 1,2, .... 
Let us write 
(65) Q2{Л) = /.*, y ßp 
P = I fef 
and 
(66) e2(A) = .-.,,•, -
00 o 
- 1 ,; p=l fc?+1 
Multiplying (65) by k, and (66) by ki+l, substracting and then solving for Q
2(A), 
we get 
oo Q ( 1 ) 
where 
(1) _ Vkj+A+l ~ Vkjkj 
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and 
p P Va P _ 1 / V « - -
Continuing analogously this procedure we obtain easily for j = 2, 3, 4, . . 
00 O ( o 
(67) ^ ) = /4?~ I -> 
p^i + i k\ 
where 
k1 - k' 
aV-
l)kl - u(l~l)kl (68) H(f = g*ž±» ^ + ł ^ _ _ * i _ 
and 
(69) *;> = * ;-» f - i г - i X 
«' - 1 
for p = / + 1, / + 2, .... 
If we put /40 ) = jufci and Q
(
p
0) = Qp then (68) and (69) hold also for / = 1. It is 
convenient to introduce a scheme of fiKk
l) in the following way: 
ttll = /C \ 
>/4î\ 
(0) ' 
мл2 = l4 N 
>A4Ï\ 
> ^ : >/C 
(0) / 
ftкэ = « э s 
> ^ ) ; 
>/4Г 
IЧ.4 ~~ " * 4 
For the matrix 4 x 4 from the beginning of this section we have obtained for 












We have obtained again a very good result. We cannot continue this process because 
ak 4 = f x 135 is not an integer. 
The situation in this extrapolation procedure is this: the nearer a is to one, the 
more slowly the sequence kl9 kl9 ... increases. But if a is for example 1.1 then for 
k1 = 40 we get k2 = 44 and k3 is not an integer. In this case we can calculate only 
/ i ^ . The choice a = 2 makes it possible to calculate fi[l) for every integer l, but to 
evaluate fi[l) we need to know fis, where s = k . 2
1"1. 
The second procedure is easier than the first one, but generally requires to calculate 
more iterations of \ik than in the first case. 
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S o u h r n 
KELLOGGOVAITERAČNÍ METODA PRO OBECNOU KOMPLEXNÍ MATICÍ 
JAN ZÍTKO 
Nechť A 4= 0 je komplexní matice n x n, x 0 e V„(C), x 0 4= O. Definujme 
Xk = A x0 , 
ilk = XkXklxk-lXk-l •> 
vk — xk-lXkjxk-lXk-l -
Nechť U je regulární transformace, která převádí matici A na Jordánův kanonický 
tvar, tj. 
U~lAV = áiag(AíIil + JixAih2 + Ji2, ..., Khr + Jir) 
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a předpokládejme, že 
Xx = X2 = ... = xt9 \At\ > \Xt\ ( / = t + 1, ..., r) 
pro nějaké přirozené číslo ř e <1, r>. Pro zjednodušení zápisu můžeme bez újmy 
na obecnosti předpokládat, že \At\ > \Áj\ pro j =f= 1. 
V této práci jsou úplně studována čísla fik a vk. Je dokázáno, že existuje přirozené 
číslo fc1? posloupnost reálných čísel {cop}p°=0 a funkce $i(k) tak, že pro všechna 
00 
k > k! je xk-{Xk-i 4= O, řada £ copjk
p absolutně konverguje, co0 = 1, 
p = 0 
^ = ^ ) [ l + I ~f + S.(fc)l 
p=l kP J 
a lim k5 S.i(fc) = O pro libovolné celé číslo s. Konstanty cop jsou určeny jednoznačně. 
/c->oo 
Navíc je spočítána funkce ^ ( k ) a číslo Oj l 9 které je v obecném případě rovno 2(i1 — 1). 
Podobně existuje přirozené číslo k2 tak, že 
Һ i + I yf + ð ^) 
P = ì kp 
(co'p є C) 
pro všechna k > fc2, lim k
s #2(k) = 0 pro libovolné celé s a obecně je co1 = ^ — 1. 
fc-> 00 
Z asymptotického chování aproximací jj.k a v/c je zřejmé, že čísla IcOJ resp. \cop\ ne­
mohou růst rychleji než otp pro některé reálné číslo a > 0. V práci jsou navíc sestrojena 
čísla K, a, K', a' tak, že platí 
K>0, a > 0 , K' > 0 , a' > 0 , 
\cop\ < Kď , \cúp\ < K'(a')
p pro p = 0, 1, 2, ... . 
Kromě obecného případu i7- > 1 se v článku zabýváme také speciálními případy 
a sice normalisovatelnými a normálními maticemi. Je-li matice A normalisovatelná, 
pak O^ = 0 pro p ^ 1 a 
91(fc) = ( Ž ' ^
s ) ^ ) ( E ( - i ) p < T " ( / c - i ) ) , 




J , s = l 
qy = /lý/Ai a T 0
7 ' S ) a L;(0
 , s ) jsou komplexní čísla. ]T' značí, že se nesčítá pro j = s = 1. 
V případě, že A je normální, pak T0J,S) = O a £
(
0
J's) = O pro j 4= 5. 
V závěru práce je ukázáno, jak je možno obecné formule pro fik použít k extrapolaci 
O2(A). V tabulce 2 je ukázáno, jak podstatně se liší extrapolované hodnoty od iterací 
pro některá k. Zvolili jsme jako kontrolní příklad matici 4 x 4 , it = 3 a i2 = 1. 
Přesná hodnota Q2(Á) je číslo 1. 
Authoťs address: RNDr. Jan Zítko CSc, Katedra numerické matematiky na MFF KU, 
Malostranské náměstí 25, 118 00 Praha 1. 
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